Overactive bladder in the vulnerable elderly
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Abstract: Overactive bladder (OAB) is a common problem that may occur in individuals of all ages. It has a considerable impact on patient quality of life, and although moderately effective management strategies do exist, this condition often remains undiagnosed and untreated. OAB needs to be viewed as a symptom complex. Its presentation and management are complicated in the vulnerable elderly by the presence of baseline frailty and multiple coexisting chronic conditions. Furthermore, and beyond a simple understanding of symptomatology, providers must address patient goals and motivations as well as the expectations of caretakers. These multiple levels of perception, function, expectations, and treatment efficacy/risks must be tailored to the individual patient. While the vulnerable elderly patient may often have evidence of urinary tract dysfunction, OAB and urge urinary incontinence in this population must be understood as a multifactorial geriatric syndrome and viewed in the context of medical and functional baseline and precipitating risk factors. Expectations and goals must be tailored to the resources of vulnerable elderly patients and their caregivers, and care must be coordinated with other medical care providers. The management of OAB in the vulnerable elderly often poses significant management challenges. Nonetheless, with a thoughtful approach and an aim towards future research specifically for this population, significant reductions in morbidity and mortality long with enhancement in health-related quality of life are possible.
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Introduction

Urinary symptoms such as urgency/frequency and incontinence become increasingly prevalent with aging.1,2 A large multinational population-based survey estimated the prevalence of overactive bladder (OAB) in Europe and Canada to be 12.8% in women and 10.8% in men.2 The NOBLE (National Overactive Bladder Evaluation) study showed similar trends in the USA, with OAB being twice as prevalent in individuals over 65 years of age than in those aged 45 years or younger.3 Urinary symptoms have a considerable negative impact on quality of life and health in the elderly,1,3 and have been shown to be associated with increased risk of falls and fractures.6,7 Costs associated with urinary symptoms in the aged are significant.8,9 With the aging of the population, it is estimated that by 2025 there will be 52 million adults in the USA with lower urinary tract symptoms.10 Thus, the burden of these symptoms on society is increasing.

Even in the frail elderly, the morbidity associated with OAB can be ameliorated to a large degree with appropriate evaluation and treatment. The frail elderly are by definition a particularly vulnerable population, so evaluation and treatment of lower
urinary tract symptoms must be approached with special caution. Even in the general population, pathways for evaluation and available treatments can be controversial and are often of less than ideal effectiveness. Given that urinary disorders in the aged are often compounded by multiple medical comorbidities, clinical paradigms appropriate for a more general population can be further compromised. While there is a dearth of level 1 evidence for interventions in the frail elderly, and clinical trials rarely include this population, we present a review of evaluation and treatment of OAB in the vulnerable elderly patient in the context of a geriatric syndrome.

Overactive bladder

OAB is characterized by urinary frequency/urgency and is often associated with urinary incontinence, and is defined by the International Continence Society as “urgency, with or without urge incontinence, usually with increased frequency and nocturia”.11 Thus, OAB is a symptom complex, and not a diagnosis with specific pathophysiologic implications. In younger populations, a detailed evaluation of OAB symptoms is frequently unproductive, so the OAB complex assumes the significance of a diagnosis, with resultant treatment with therapies nominally aimed at “OAB”. Recommended pathways for diagnosis and treatment of OAB in the general population have recently been published by the American Urological Association.12 However, in specific populations, such as the vulnerable elderly, these guidelines may not be as applicable. In these situations, it may be more appropriate to view OAB as its defined symptom complex, and base treatment on a more global diagnostic evaluation, extending beyond a bladder-centric focus.

The American Urological Association/Society of Urodynamics, Female Pelvic Medicine and Urogenital Reconstruction guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of OAB recommend as part of the initial diagnostic workup a history, physical examination, and urinalysis to specifically characterize a patient’s OAB symptoms and exclude other disorders that could potentially cause similar symptoms. The history should include information on voiding frequency, fluid intake, comorbid conditions, and medications. The physical examination should include an evaluation of cognitive function. Treatment should first include education and behavioral therapy, and most importantly set feasible goals for the specific patient. The importance of setting feasible goals and avoiding potentially unsafe or futile therapy is particularly relevant when caring for the frail elderly.

The etiology of OAB should be considered in all cases; however, the extent of evaluation and therapeutic intervention is highly specific to the individual patient and even moreso in the aged individual. OAB is a perceptual syndrome related to control of bladder volumes.13 Normal control of bladder volumes requires maintaining a low pressure, a capacious reservoir of urine in the bladder, the ability to relax the sphincteric mechanism and contract the detrusor smooth muscle to achieve voiding at an appropriate time and place, and the central abilities to perceive and control these relationships. Symptoms of OAB represent the perception of deficiencies in one or more of these areas. Unfortunately, symptoms often do not provide meaningful insight about the specific functional disorder or combination of disorders, hence the recommendations for some diagnostic evaluation prior to recommending treatment.

Vulnerable or frail elderly

Aging is associated with a continual (and not necessarily linear) decline in the person’s ability to compensate for the vast range of stressors imposed by interaction of the environment with the impact of aging on systems physiology and biology at the level of individual organs or tissues. The ability to provide compensation, to maintain a steady internal milieu, and remain free of functional and symptomatic disorders is known as “homeostasis”. In that context, the impact of aging with declines in the ability to robustly respond to such challenges has been termed “homeostenosis”. At the point at which the impact of homeostenosis becomes the dominant feature of the individual’s health, the impact of aging becomes highly evident. In particular, the vulnerable elderly are considered to be those older individuals in whom the sum of their homeostatic failures reaches the point at which they are at increased risk of notable functional decline or death in the near future.14 This definition would encompass the majority of individuals who could be considered as being frail or vulnerable as a result of a specific frailty phenotype and/or the accumulation of various deficits and comorbidities.

Consistent with its status as a symptom complex, there is no singular cause of OAB. In general, symptoms of OAB represent the perception of impaired urine storage. In younger patients, this perception may be frequently accurate; however, in the elderly individual, disorders of voiding and perceptual defects should also be considered. The impact of other morbidities, environmental factors, drugs the patient may be taking, prior surgeries, and other factors must all be considered in both the evaluation and treatment of OAB.15

Standard practice paradigms assume that the patient presents to the doctor with a list of symptoms, the doctor
then tries to determine the underlying pathophysiology of those symptoms, makes a diagnosis, and finally recommends therapy based on that diagnosis. The multifactorial nature of frailty and other common geriatric syndromes renders this formulation inadequate, and an adherence to such a standard paradigm in the vulnerable elderly risks needless intervention, application of misdirected diagnostic and therapeutic interventions, unnecessary costs, and in the worst case iatrogenic morbidity or mortality.

**Evaluating OAB in the vulnerable elderly**

Rather than a focus on lower urinary tract pathology, the evaluation and care for urinary disorders in the elderly must have a broader focus, placing the functional disturbance in the context of the patient’s overall situation. The patient experiences symptoms, there may be demonstrable physiologic disturbances, and underlying disorders relating to the symptoms may be morbid. These three concepts may overlap in individuals at risk for OAB, but are not necessarily concurrent (see Figure 1). Especially in the vulnerable elderly, the impact and necessity of defining and addressing each of these domains must be carefully considered. Evaluation of OAB symptoms in the vulnerable elderly, moreso perhaps than in younger patients, requires that several questions be specifically addressed, as outlined in the following sections.

**Who is the patient?**

The assumption that the individual experiencing symptoms is necessarily the patient may not be true in the vulnerable elderly. These are often patients who have accommodated significant limitations in their functional capacities and abilities, but for whom care related to incontinence of urine, frequent trips to the bathroom, costs of supplies etc, become burdensome. In many, if not most, cases the patient will be the symptomatic individual, presenting with the classic OAB syndrome. Evaluation and treatment will follow, with the discussed limitations relative to published recommendations.

Furthermore, in some cases, the family, the nursing home, and the payor may all actually require the provider’s attention, each with their own specific (and nonmedical) concerns related to the vulnerable elderly patient. It is incorrect to assume that the elderly patient with incontinence or urinary frequency necessarily suffers from “OAB”, since the patient may actually not complain of any perception of disordered bladder control. In these cases, an assessment of practically available therapies may dictate the diagnostic evaluation. For example, a detailed urodynamic evaluation of the high-risk frail elderly patient with incontinence and a very high post-void residual bladder volume might be hard to justify in the absence of reversible or treatable predisposing factors. This patient may be best served by clean intermittent catheterization, with the possible addition of pharmacologic intervention aimed at reducing incontinence due to detrusor overactivity, or an indwelling catheter. Both options have certain limitations and risks, but these decisions must be individualized and may be dictated by the nursing home, which may not have the staffing levels necessary to provide clean intermittent catheterization services.

**What are feasible treatment options?**

In younger patients with OAB, the guidelines for treatment follow a stepwise and increasingly invasive pathway of evaluation and treatment. The basic evaluation of all patients includes a history and physical examination aimed at discovering obvious structural, infectious, or neurologic causes of OAB symptoms without generally resorting to expensive and potentially invasive technologies. When simple behavioral or pharmacologic treatment is inadequate, more invasive and costly evaluations are indicated to further pursue specific causes of the symptoms. However, in the vulnerable elderly, altered priorities, functional decline, and diminished ability to withstand invasive treatments may render some evaluation pathways unnecessary.
What are the consequences of inaction?

Figure 1 illustrates the clinical observation that, in all patients, but especially the frail elderly, symptoms and demonstrable physiologic abnormalities may occur independently of each other. With or without symptoms, associated clinical conditions and disorders can contribute to longer-term morbidity stemming from OAB. For example, an elderly man with OAB symptoms and mild renal failure may have a chronically obstructed bladder resulting in high-pressure urine storage. These considerations increase his risk of worsening renal failure and ultimate death. The physician consulted for this patient’s OAB must consider the importance of resolving the high-pressure urine storage problem and then, if desirable, consider the feasibility of bypassing the bladder via indwelling catheterization or trying to correct the bladder storage problem with pharmacologic or surgical means. There is little point in performing an extensive evaluation on this patient if it is known a priori that an assessment of competing risks indicates that the risk of renal failure is insignificant relative to the patient’s other morbidities and/or life expectancy. Furthermore, even if avoidance of renal failure is desired, clinical assessment of costs and benefits may favor the institution of long-term passive drainage by indwelling catheter rather than the risks and costs of urodynamic evaluation and the subsequent potential for more invasive therapeutic considerations.

For the symptomatic patient, the question is more obvious and should be considered early on in the investigation. If symptom control is of greater importance than preventing long-term morbidity, the diagnostic and therapeutic focus can then be simplified. Failure to empty a capacious bladder is rare but can generally be managed with a catheterization regimen. A bladder incapable of volume storage without leakage is even less common, but can be managed by oral pharmacologic agents, neuromodulation, botulinum toxin (if appropriate and tolerated), or by indwelling catheter. If prevention of morbidity, which may emerge in the limited life expectancy of the medically vulnerable person is important, a more thorough diagnostic evaluation including urodynamic examinations may be warranted, allowing a more directed application of available therapies.

What is a reasonable diagnostic evaluation, given these concerns?

The conclusion of the above questions is that available therapies may be warranted, allowing a more directed application of diagnostic evaluation, given these concerns? 

What other comorbidities may be contributing to the patient’s symptoms?

As a rule, OAB and urinary incontinence are not the sole genitourinary or other pathologies present in each vulnerable elderly patient. It is essential to address potentially treatable, reversible conditions. Wagg et al summarized common conditions contributing to urinary symptoms in the frail elderly by the mnemonic DIPPERSA (Delirium, Infection, Pharmaceuticals, Psychological, Excess urine output, Reduced mobility, Stool impaction, and Avoid treatment of asymptomatic bacteriuria). While this mnemonic was created specifically to address urinary incontinence, it is reasonable to apply it to OAB symptoms as well.

What is the bladder’s volume operating range?

For the symptomatic patient, the question is more obvious and should be considered early on in the investigation. If symptom control is of greater importance than preventing long-term morbidity, the diagnostic and therapeutic focus can then be simplified. Failure to empty a capacious bladder is rare but can generally be managed with a catheterization regimen. A bladder incapable of volume storage without leakage is even less common, but can be managed by oral pharmacologic agents, neuromodulation, botulinum toxin (if appropriate and tolerated), or by indwelling catheter. If prevention of morbidity, which may emerge in the limited life expectancy of the medically vulnerable person is important, a more thorough diagnostic evaluation including urodynamic examinations may be warranted, allowing a more directed application of available therapies.

What is the total urine production per day?

The polyuric patient may report frequency and possibly incontinence even with a fully functional lower urinary tract. In a patient with a compromised lower urinary tract, polyuria will exacerbate any underlying pathology. In both cases, efforts at addressing the cause of polyuria may be the most effective therapy for amelioration of the symptoms. Alleviating the added stressor to the lower urinary tract could potentially make the lower urinary tract pathology manageable in itself, or at least allow further therapies to be more effective.

What is the patient’s cognitive status?

The impact of impaired cognition on urinary function undoubtedly extends beyond the integrity and accuracy of urinary perceptions. Emerging evidence suggests that urinary control represents in many ways a failure of integrative brain processes. Adequacy in other functional domains such as mobility also impacts directly on urinary function, urinary perceptions, and the ability to maintain continence.
Historic and objective anatomic and physiologic data from the cognitively impaired patient may not have the same implications as those from the cognitively intact patient. Brain imaging studies link degenerative changes (e.g., white matter hyperintensities) in areas relevant to bladder sensory function and control to the patient’s perception of more severe symptoms, but not necessarily a greater prevalence of symptoms or dysfunction.17,18 Similarly, the expected range of responses, including adverse events as well as the ability to sense, process, and respond to the sensation of urgency, may be different than in the cognitively intact individual.19 These uncertainties suggest that while the vulnerable elderly are potential candidates for the full range of evaluative and therapeutic interventions, considerable caution and individualized decision-making is necessary.

What other health care professionals are involved with this patient?
The vulnerable elderly almost by definition will interact with many different health care practitioners. A wide range of therapies, including medications, will be considered in the evaluation and management of OAB. Thus, it is important that the physician evaluating and treating OAB in the vulnerable elderly communicate with (and expect communication from) the patient’s other health care providers.

Treatment of OAB in the vulnerable elderly
Behavioral modification and pelvic floor therapy
In most patients, including the vulnerable elderly, first-line treatment for OAB consists of lifestyle and behavioral modifications. Becher et al identified four elements of nonpharmacologic therapy specifically targeted at urinary incontinence in older adults,20 i.e., communication, behavior, training, and supportive measures. Specifically, the patient (and/or the appropriate caregiver) should be provided with education about the condition and the various treatment options. Behavioral interventions include bladder training, timed voiding, and habit training. The bladder symptoms themselves can be modified by bladder training and delayed voiding. Training refers specifically to pelvic floor muscle training and techniques for urge suppression. While most often applied in the context of stress urinary incontinence, pelvic floor muscle training has also been recommended for urge incontinence and OAB by both the European Association of Urology and the American Urological Association.12,21

Supportive measures include physiotherapy, such as biofeedback or percutaneous tibial nerve stimulation. However, it is important to note that patient cooperation is required, and participation by some vulnerable elderly patients may be limited in each of the above-mentioned nonpharmacologic approaches due to possible mobility, motivational, or cognitive impairments.

Antimuscarinics
Following evaluation and intervention for correctable causative pathology and a trial of behavioral therapy, drug therapy can be considered. First-line pharmacologic therapy generally consists of trials of antimuscarinic medications. The efficacy and tolerability of antimuscarinic drugs depends on their interactions with specific muscarinic receptor subtypes (M1–M3), and the drug’s ability to penetrate the blood–brain barrier. The effects of antimuscarinics on the lower urinary tract are thought to be mediated by the M2 and, mostly, M3 subtypes. These two subtypes are also thought to be responsible for unwanted antimuscarinic side effects, including dry mouth, constipation, and blurred vision. Especially concerning in the frail elderly is the potential cognitive impairment associated with antimuscarinics. This impairment is mediated via the M1 receptor in the central nervous system. The cognitive effects of these drugs may also be related to their ability to cross the blood–brain barrier and interact with the M1 receptor.

Many concerns have been raised regarding the use of antimuscarinic medications in the frail elderly. The frail elderly patient is by definition vulnerable, and small insults to cognition may be particularly pronounced and detrimental in this population. Compounding this is the fact that many of the frail elderly are already taking other medications for their comorbid conditions. Polypharmacy has the potential to interact with the metabolism of these drugs, and other medications may themselves have antimuscarinic properties, leading to increased exposure and increased risk of antimuscarinic side effects.22

Nevertheless, there is a dearth of level 1 evidence for the efficacy and tolerability of antimuscarinic therapy in the frail elderly. Older individuals, especially those with the multiple comorbidities that characterize the frail elderly, tend to be excluded from clinical trials. Most of the available data is extracted from post hoc subanalyses of trials with a limited number of patients over 65 years, and even fewer over 75 years. The few published prospective trials of antimuscarinics in older patients tend to exclude medically complex vulnerable elderly individuals, who generally have...
a higher disease burden and are more vulnerable to adverse events, yet conversely, may be more likely to gain the greatest benefit from therapy.

The paradigm underlying antimuscarinic therapy focuses on diminishing detrusor motor activity during filling. Therefore, relative to antimuscarinic therapy, the ideal molecule would be highly specific for M3 detrusor receptors. Given the particular sensitivity of the vulnerable elderly to misdirected pharmacologic effects, the more recently available agents have sought to minimize adverse events by more specific bladder targeting. For example, unlike the other available agents, trospium chloride is a quaternary amine, so should not cross the blood–brain barrier. Diminished penetration of the central nervous system has been demonstrated and hypothetically this should minimize the cognitive impact of this agent, but this has not been conclusively demonstrated in clinical experience. Darifenacin was proposed to specifically target bladder M3 receptors, thereby minimizing muscarinic side effects attributable to nonbladder M3 receptors as well as M1 and M2 receptors. Further, limited data suggest a favorable effect on cognitive function in older patients. However, evaluation of cognitive function has been tested only in healthy (not frail/vulnerable) older patients and therefore likely not generalizable to the vulnerable elderly. There is little comparative clinical evidence to suggest an advantage of any of the available agents other than oxybutynin.

Recently, Dubéau et al published the first randomized controlled trial of antimuscarinic therapy for urge urinary incontinence in older community-dwelling patients with complex medical comorbidities and polypharmacy generalizable to the vulnerable elderly population. These authors performed a 12-week, randomized, double-blind, flexible-dose, placebo-controlled trial of fesoterodine in vulnerable elderly subjects with urge urinary incontinence. Subjects receiving flexible-dose fesoterodine had a significant reduction in their primary outcome measure, ie, number of urge urinary incontinence episodes per 24 hours from baseline to week 12 when compared with the placebo group. The fesoterodine group also had significant reductions in baseline to week 12 when compared with the placebo group. The fesoterodine group also had significant reductions in the incidence of the most common treatment-emergent adverse events and occurred in 9.9%, 4.1%, and 3.1% of patients, respectively. These were the most common adverse events in the group older than 75 years, in addition to headache, dry mouth, and extremity pain. However, over a one-year period, the incidence of the most common treatment-emergent adverse events was similar between both doses of mirabegron as placebo. Compared with tolterodine, an antimuscarinic agent, the incidence of dry mouth was six-fold less with mirabegron.

While the above subgroup analysis reports on two cohorts of older OAB patients, it does not mention their comorbidities or frailty status. The effect of renal or hepatic impairment on the pharmacokinetics of mirabegron was evaluated in a small open-label, single-dose, and parallel-group study. Mirabegron was generally well tolerated in subjects with mild, moderate, or severe renal or hepatic impairment. The pharmacokinetic changes observed in subjects with mild
or moderate renal impairment and those with mild hepatic impairment were of small magnitude and likely clinically insignificant.

## Neuromodulation

The fact that more than a century of developments in therapy aimed at detrusor suppression has not produced routinely well tolerated and efficacious therapies attests to the inadequacies of a paradigm equating OAB with overactivity of the detrusor. More recently, the contributions of sensory abnormalities have been considered, and efforts to directly modulate signaling between brain and bladder have been developed. Electrical neuromodulation via sacral or posterior tibial nerve stimulation has been shown to be an effective intervention for OAB in patients unresponsive to pharmacologic therapy. While some reviewers have questioned its efficacy in the frail elderly, recent evidence suggests that these technologies may be more effective than originally anticipated in this population. The ability to manipulate the programmer may be a consideration with sacral nerve stimulation; however, anecdotally, some practitioners have used these systems in the supervised frail elderly unable to operate the systems themselves (T Griebling, SUFU, verbal communication, 2014). Thorough documentation is necessary to ensure that the devices are not neglected should a trusted caregiver depart.

### Botulinum toxin

Botulinum toxin is now approved by the US Food and Drug Administration for use in adults with idiopathic refractory OAB, and the literature is replete with trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of botulinum toxin in the general population. As with the previously mentioned therapies, there is a paucity of evidence supporting the use of botulinum toxin A for OAB in the vulnerable elderly. Botulinum toxin exerts its effect upon the detrusor muscle by binding to membrane receptors on cholinergic neurons. The toxin is then internalized where it inhibits release of acetylcholine at the presynaptic cholinergic terminals. It is thought to inhibit striated and smooth muscle contraction and to suppress bladder afferent activity.

One small study evaluated the efficacy of botulinum toxin A for refractory OAB in patients aged 75 years and older. Fourteen patients had idiopathic OAB and seven had neurogenic OAB. Comorbidity, cognitive, and functional status were not reported. Following the first injection of 200 U, 76.2% of patients in the cohort reported ≥50% improvement in number of voids and/or pads used per day. Mean time to deterioration was 7.12 months.

Known complications associated with intradetrusor botulinum toxin include hematuria, urinary tract infection, and urinary retention. In the above-mentioned study, there were two reported urinary tract infections and no episodes of urinary retention. However, this was a small study that included only 21 patients. The potential risks of urinary retention may limit the feasibility of therapy in the vulnerable elderly patient who might not be able to perform or may not tolerate intermittent catheterization. The attenuation of response may also limit its use in the vulnerable elderly, who may not easily tolerate repeat injection and/or anesthesia.

### Conclusion

OAB is problematic in the general population. As a symptom complex, it is often mistaken for a pathophysiologic process, an assumption that may sometimes be functionally valid in a medically uncomplicated population. However, the vulnerable elderly present a much more complex picture, with baseline frailty and multiple comorbid conditions. Further complicating the picture is the complex understanding of symptomatology, which must address patient goals and motivations as well as the expectations of caretakers. These multiple levels of perception, function, expectations, treatment efficacy, and risk must be tailored to the individual patient. While the vulnerable elderly patient may often have urinary tract dysfunction, OAB and urge urinary incontinence must be understood as a geriatric syndrome and in the context of medical and functional baseline and precipitating risk factors. Expectations and goals must be tailored to the resources of the vulnerable elderly patient or their caregiver, and care must be coordinated with the patient’s other medical care providers. Management of OAB in the vulnerable elderly often poses significant management challenges. Nonetheless, with a thoughtful approach and an aim towards future research specifically for this population, significant reductions in morbidity and mortality as well as improved health-related quality of life are possible.
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